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Welcome Guests
HIgh School Admin were invited to learn about RSVP.  



purpose:
● Elevate student voice and student 

experience to inform school and district 
decision making

● Provide a structure for two way 
communication between adults and 
students

● Provide a safe place for students to 
apply the leadership skills that they 
are learning and/or developing

● Build relationships between adults and 
students where all voices are equal 



Zoom Etiquette
● Cameras on & mute your mic
● Rename as needed (she/her/hers, he/him/his, 

they/them/theirs)
● Raising your hand
● Be aware of your surroundings
● Ask questions in chat
● Have fun!



Community Agreements:
● Be Present
● Step up, step back --- share the air
● Assume positive intent
● Notice moment of discomfort and stay 

curious
● Be an active listener --- with your ears, 

eyes, and heart 
● Speak your truth without blame or 

judgement
● Respect where folks are at
● Show up for others in ways you want others 

to show up for you 



Building 
Relationships w/ 

Distance Learning 
Bingo



Today’s Essential questions…
What is an Empathy Interview?



Goals:
Empathize with each other’s experiences 

no commentary 
Don't fear silence

Hold validations until the end



Interview topic: Explain your ninth grade year
● The friends you made
● Biggest surprise about high school
● The thing you remember most about ninth grade
● Something you wish had happened differently



 Inquiry:



CLOSURE: What do you want teachers 
& Other adults to know during the 

month of January? 



STUDENT RESPONSES 

- I would like teachers and staff to know that having these asynchronous days not only helped me catch 
up on work, but also gave a mental health break; even though it may be one day, it has been really 
helpful. I’ve seen similar responses with some of my closer peers and they’ve really appreciated it as 
well. 

- It’s hard to get back on track (especially online) after such a long break, so maybe help out with 
getting back on track by giving us short breaks in class to refocus after being on camera for those long 
periods of time.

- Student motivation is extremely low and students need more leniency regarding due dates and 
assignments.

- Finals are coming up and not only do we increase our study time but our stress also increases so the 
assignments that we have to do should be like study guides so we can be informed of what to study and 
what to focus on. 

-January marks the end of first semester and I feel like a lot of students are going to try and mend 
their grades a little more than usual. Considering Covid has created an environment so uniquely 
difficult to navigate, 2021 may seem like a symbol of hope and reparation for a lot of people. Allowing 
students to make up for possible faults in the past semester would be amazing. (Extra Credit; Late Work; 
etc.)



STUDENT RESPONSES 
-While it is important to move ahead with academics, giving breaks and space for students to keep 
motivation up is important. Maybe planning a stress-free activity that isn’t directly Zoom related that 
is just for fun either in-class or after-school.   Sometimes it would be good to give us a little break 
from so much homework all the time because we sometimes become stressed over all the assignments and 
homework that we have.

-It’s hard for us too and to be a little flexible with our assignments and how many they assign just 
because a lot of people are going through stress and the whole online thing makes school more difficult 
than it already is.

-There is so much pressure with grades being due and finals that students become extremely stressed out, 
with some giving up. Leniency in the week or 2 leading up to the final and encouragement both before the 
final and congratulations and praise after the final are greatly appreciated. It makes them (students) 
feel the studying is a pay off and worth it.

-With the end of the semester and finals coming up, I believe it is important to know that students will 
be experiencing quite a bit of stress. It is important to be empathetic towards students and, in fact, 
many of my teachers are not giving finals all together, which I believe is helpful to students. It can 
also be helpful to be understanding if students turn in late work and to grade it before the semester.



Artwork is being accepted for an 
RSVP logo….



STUDENT advisory 
Board on 

Legislation in 
Education(SABLE)
January 11th-13th, 2021

Kamron,Katrina, 
Maya and Megan 

ATTENDED



Say, 
“Cheese!”



See You Next Time
Our next opportunity to be together is…

Thursday, March 11th, 2021 3:30-5:00 PM

Last Meeting Date:May 6th 


